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Isn't It Romantic () - IMDb
A young woman disenchanted with love mysteriously finds
herself trapped inside a romantic comedy. Although Josh
appears to be substantially younger than Isabella, Adam Devine
is only a year younger than Priyanka Chopra. This is not a
goof considering that "Isn't It Romantic" itself.
Isn't It Romantic Movie Review
“Isn't It Romantic” tries to have its red velvet cupcake and
eat it too, and though it's tasty and enjoyable while you're
watching it, you'll realize.
Isn't It Romantic Movie Review () | Roger Ebert
Natalie (Rebel Wilson), a lifelong love cynic, encounters a
mugger that renders her unconscious, waking to discover that
her life has become.
Isn't It Romantic () - Box Office Mojo
It follows as many genre conventions as it mocks, but Isn't It
Romantic is a feel- good rom-com with some satirical bite -and a star well-suited for both.
Isn't It Romantic Movie Review
“Isn't It Romantic” tries to have its red velvet cupcake and
eat it too, and though it's tasty and enjoyable while you're
watching it, you'll realize.

But the real audience for Isn't It Romantic is a different
demographic altogether: It's a feature-length in-joke for fans
who will always pause if My.

“Isn't It Romantic” is the second comedy in less than a week,
after “What Men Want,” in which a woman gains the power to
improve her life.

For a long time, Natalie, an Australian architect living in
New York City, had always believed that what she had seen in
rom-coms is all fantasy. But after.
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Watch the Isnt It Romantic? interview. The best romantic
comedies, from The Apartment to Zelig. But after thwarting a
mugger at a subway station only to be knocked out while
fleeing, Natalie wakes up and discovers that her life has
suddenly become her worst nightmare—a romantic comedy—and she
is the leading lady. FollowIMDbon. To save up for college,
Brooks Rattigan creates an app where anyone can pay him to
play the perfect stand-in boyfriend for any occasion.
Picturesand in international territories by Isnt It Romantic?
on February 28, And they do it all without having their
characters undergo major weight-loss journeys or other
montage-based makeovers to get .
Rom-com'sareadimeadozen,theyarepredictableasallgetout,Thistakesal
the joke and you'll have a good time.
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